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This is an application for 118 dwellings on greenfield lands at 
Stepaside, Co. Dublin. The application site borders the existing 
housing of Stepaside Park and contains, at its edge, part of the Loop 
Road proposed under the Development Plan.

The development will consist of:

i. the construction of 1 no. apartment block ranging from 3 to 
6-storeys in height (9,193 sq.m GFA), comprising a total of 97 
no. units including 28 no. 1-bedroom and 69 no. 2-bedroom 
apartments, all with private amenity space;  

ii. construction of 21 no. 2-storey houses in semi-detached and 
terraced form (combined GFA of 2,624 sq.m), including 10 no. 
3-bedroom dwellings and 11 no. 4-bedroom dwellings, all with 
private amenity space;  

iii. construction of a 2-storey childcare facility (156 sq.m GFA), with 
associated outdoor play area, 2 no. set-down car-parking spaces 
and 2 no. designated staff car-parking spaces;  

iv. construction of a section of the Clay Farm Loop Road 137m in 
length (all on lands within the ownership of the applicant) and 
incorporating a 6m wide carriageway with 2m wide footpaths and 
2m wide cycle tracks on each side, connecting with the existing 
section of the loop road constructed on lands to the south-east 
as part of the Clay Farm development;

v. construction of local access roads to serve the development 
which will connect with the new section of the Clay Farm Loop 
Road;     

vi. provision of 4,002 sq.m of public open space;

vii. provision of 1,454 sq.m of communal open space at podium level 
to serve residents of the apartment block;

viii. provision of 153 no. on-site car parking spaces incorporating 97 
no. under podium spaces for residents of the apartment building, 
10 no. visitor car-parking spaces, 42 no. in-curtilage car parking 
spaces for the housing units and 4 no. car-parking spaces 
designated for the childcare facility; 

ix. provision of 248 no. bicycle parking spaces including 170 no. 
long-stay spaces, 56 no. short-stay spaces and 22 no. for use by 
the childcare facility; 

x. 4 no. motor-cycle parking spaces under podium level;  

1. INTRODUCTION & SITE DESCRIPTION

xi. provision of 4 no. new pedestrian and cyclist links to adjoining 
residential development in Stepaside Park, one of which will 
also facilitate emergency vehicle access to Stepaside Park and 
access to re-configured bin-store for existing residents of The 
Courtyard;

xii. all ancillary site development works including plant, waste 
storage areas, landscaping, green roofs, boundary treatments, 
SuDS measures, ESB substation, public lighting and solar PV 
panels. 

Above: Proposed Site layout - Not to Scale

N
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Above: Google Maps Aerial View - Not to scale

SITE

STEPASIDE 
VILLAGE

CLAY FARM
NEIGHBOURHOOD

CENTRE

LUAS GREEN LINE

LUAS STOP

LUAS STOP

BUS LINE

400m

600m

800m

Site Description

The subject site is approximately 1.97Ha and is situated on the 
northern edge of Stepaside in South County Dublin. 

The land lies at the bottom of a slope, fringed to the south with the 
exposed rear garden boundaries of the existing houses of Stepaside 
Park. The lower end of the significant stand of trees lies to the west, 
while to the east overgrown planting forms the boundary to the 
permitted Clay Farm development. 

To the north lies the alignment of the Loop Road proposed under 
the Development Plan and beyond that, existing outbuildings of the 
neighbouring lands zoned for residential development.

The main vehicular access is via Clay Farm Way to the east 
(indicated in a solid cyan line). The future section of loop road 
(indicated in dotted cyan) will allow further connectivity for bicycles 
and vehicles to the site.

The subject site is approximately 10 minutes walking distance from 
Stepaside village centre and is also well positioned in relation to 
public transport routes with a Luas line to the north east of the lands 
on Ballyogan road and bus stops in Stepaside village.

N
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Above: Looking south to exposed rear garden boundaries of Stepaside Park Above: Garden boundaries of Stepaside Park

Above: Looking south towards stepaside park with tree line in foreground Above: Looking south east to gables of Stepaside Park

Above: Looking north east along stepaside park with tree line in foreground Above: Looking east to boundary and existing agricultural buildings Above: Existing tree line along north eastern boundary

Above: Photography View Points - Not to scale
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Site Constraints and Opportunities

The Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Development Plan 2022-2028 
sets out land use zoning objectives for the Stepaside lands with 
the subject site zoned as Objective A – “To provide residential 
development and improve residential amenity while protecting the 
existing residential amenities’”.

The north eastern portion of the site is bounded by lands zoned 
Objective F – which is to “To preserve and provide for open space 
with ancillary active recreational amenities.”  

Additionally, this zoning includes the objective “To protect and 
preserve trees and woodlands”.

The completion of the future loop road, which will connect the site to 
amenities on the Ballyogan road, is indicated under the ‘6 year road 
objectives.’

The design solution will need to consider these objectives in terms of 
the subject lands.

The key urban design considerations informing this area are as 
follows:

• The interface with the existing residential development of 
Stepaside park.

• The Interface with the proposed loop road;

• Providing a new open space and responding to/ the setting of the 
protected tree line adjacent to the site;

• Anticipating future movement and connections.

• Make use of the strong slope across the site.

The design response has appropriate regard to each of these criteria 
and seeks to create a vibrant new neighbourhood with a strong 
emphasis on place making and provision of residential amenity.

Above: Extract from Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Development Plan 2022- 2028 - Sheet No. 9 - Not to Scale

Above: Google Maps Aerial View - Not to Scale - Site Analysis Map

Key Objectives
Other Objectives  

  Objective A To provide residential development and improve residential 
    amenity while protecting the existing residential amenities
  
  Objective F To preserve and provide for open space 
    with ancillary active  recreational amenities 

  
  6 Year road objectives/traffic management/ active travel upgrades
  
  To protect and preserve trees and woodlands

SITE

     

+120.0

Stepaside Park 2 
Storey residential 
edge

Existing Stepaside 
Park Playground

Possible cycle/pedestrian 
connection to Stepaside 
Park

Possible cycle/pedestrian 
connection to Stepaside 
Park

Site slopes/falls to 
the east

Location of Future 
Loop road connection

Existing Tree line
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+114.0
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Above: Proposed site layout - Not to Scale 

2. PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

Vision
A connected, high quality sustainable residential development 
sensitive to its context with its own character and sense of place 
forming a fitting edge to Stepaside Park.

Development Strategy
The proposed development continues the Loop Road proposed 
under the Development Plan, from the eastern boundary where its 
section in the adjoining Clay Farm development is currently under 
construction, to the western boundary with adjoining lands zoned for 
residential development. In cognisance of this section of the Loop 
Road being at the bottom of the loop, and hence the quietest part in 
terms of traffic, the Road alignment is bent to its maximum curvature 
to help slow vehicles on entry to the space, which will be the largest 
in the vicinity. 

On approach to this space, vistas that were constrained by buildings 
close together are opened up. Buildings front this space and those 
that spill down the hill lend the sense of the termination of Stepaside 
Park, the threshold space into Clay Farm.

Houses are employed to close off the otherwise exposed rear 
gardens of Stepaside Park and to front the public open space from 
the south. These are split-level houses to follow the contours here 
at the bottom of the hill. The northern edge of the space is provided 
by a terrace of houses and the crèche, while the western edge is 
provided by the east wing of the apartment block.

While the houses are in semi-detached and terraced form in 
recognition of the existing houses adjoining, the apartment block 
makes use of the slope of the site to concentrate its massing on 
the Loop Road and step its wings up in response to the slope and 
reduce its height in response to the existing houses visible up the 
hill. The slope also allows the apartment car parking to be securely 
provided at grade under a podium. This podium provides a large 
communal amenity space at around the same level as the existing 
rear gardens of the nearby houses.

The apartment block anticipates the future development of adjoining 
lands, presenting an edge to the Loop Road as well as a marker at 
the termination of the linear tree stand.

N
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While vehicular access is provided from the Loop Road, facility is 
made for pedestrian and cycle connections to the surrounding lands.

• Pedestrian/cycle only connections between Stepaside Park and 
the Site in four locations (dotted yellow on adjacent drawing):

 at the linear tree stand to the west;
 at the playground area; 
 at the existing cul-de-sac to the south; 
 and at The Courtyard to the east. 

• Pedestrian/cycle connections associated with the Loop Road at 
both eastern and western boundaries.

The pedestrian/cycle only connection at the existing cul-de-sac 
to the south is proposed to be bollarded at either end to allow 
emergency vehicles along it should the need arise. It will be prudent 
to provide such emergency vehicle access between Stepaside 
Park and this proposed development and the adjoining Clay Farm 
development while the Loop Road remains incomplete.

With the construction of the portion of the loop road, as part of this 
development, the walking distance from the site to the Leopardstown 
Valley Luas stop along the Clay Farm Loop Road is c. 800m. 
Similarly, the walking distance from the site to Stepaside Village 
through Stepaside Park is c. 800m. 

This is in line with the concept of the 10-minute neighbourhood in 
Section 4.2.1 of the County Development Plan. 

The proposed connections to the existing Stepaside Park with its 
proximity to Stepaside Village, as well as connections to the Clay 
Farm development with its neighbourhood centre and the Luas 
beyond, provide permeability for new and existing residents.

3. CONNECTIVITY

Pedestrian/ cycle connections

Luas stop

Vehicular routes constructed/ under construction

Future section of Loop Road

Bus Route

500m

STEPASIDE	VILLAGE

NO	44/47/118	BUS

CLAY FARM
NEIGHBOURHOOD

CENTRE

FERNHILL PARK

THE	GALLOPS	
LUAS STOP

LEOPARDSTOWN
VALLEY

LUAS STOP

Above:  Google Maps Aerial View - Connections map - Not to Scale

N

1000m
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Density
The gross application area is 1.97Ha.
 
When the 6m wide Loop Road (0.08Ha) is excluded the density is 
62 units/Ha. When the Public Open Space which will also serve the 
wider community (0.40Ha) is also excluded the density is 79 units/
Ha. This figure includes 0.09Ha of open space above the attenuation 
tank - this space is excluded from the open space calculations.

LAP Neighbourhoods and Site Development Framework
The site straddles the boundary between LAP neighbourhoods 11 
and 13, which have target net densities of 60 and 35 respectively. 
LAP Policy BELAP RES2 states that these target net densities 
are subject to the provisions of the Kilgobbin Site Development 
Framework, which gives one target density for the site of 55-80 
dwellings per hectare.

4. DENSITY 

Above: Proposal overlaid on LAP Kilgobbin Site Development Framework

Above: Proposal overlaid on LAP Figure 1.5 Above: Area shaded blue excludes 6m wide Loop Road and Public Open Space which will also serve the wider community - Not to Scale 

N

Density Calculation 
Excludes 6m Wide 
loop road

Density Calculation 
excludes 4002m2 open 
space*

Density Calculation 
includes 926m2 of open 
space above attenuation 
tank

*See drawing 1806-
SHD-106 ‘Open Space 
Calculations’ for details on 
open space
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There are 3 proposed areas of public open space, each with its own 
characteristics:

Open Space A is a generous green space between the apartment 
block and the Loop Road which provides a connecting path to the 
impressive linear tree stand to the west and Stepaside Park. It 
serves as a green buffer for movement from Stepaside Park to come 
through this space rather than arrive at the Loop Road directly. The 
space is overlooked by ground floor apartments suitably buffered 
with planting and a main entrance door.

Open Space B, to the east of the apartment block, provides an 
informal connection to the existing open space with the playground 
at the top of the hill, with no physical boundary in order to merge 
the two spaces. The characteristic slope affords distant views and is 
overlooked by the proposed apartments and houses.

Open Space C lies at the bottom of the hill, overlooked by the 
proposed houses and apartment block. It provides a large flat 
recreational area next to a descending series of terraces with a 
commanding view, offering an arena for public gathering and events 
in line with the Sustainable Neighbourhood Infrastructure goals 
outlined in the County Development Plan - A Public Open Space 
which will also serve the wider community

Please refer further to Brown Richardson Rowe’s report and 
drawings. 

Please refer to Housing Quality Assesment included with this 
application for full details of private open space provision.

5. LANDSCAPE AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

Above: Proposed site layout indicating public open space - Not to Scale 

N
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Housing Mix
The proposal provides 97 apartments and 21 houses, totalling 118 
dwellings, in a range of sizes from 50m2 1-bed apartments to 136m2 
large family houses. The mix of houses and apartments provide a 
range of housing typologies and sizes and will facilitate different 
tenure opportunities.

6. HOUSING MIX

Above: Proposed housing mix - Not to Scale 

N
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7.  SOCIAL AND AFFORDABLE HOMES / PART V 

A total of 15 residential units are proposed for social and affordable 
homes across the site. The unit types proposed include:

• 3 x 3-bedroom houses;
• 7 x 2-bedroom apartments; 
• 5 x 1 bedroom apartments. 

The design of the E6 and E6A housetypes lends itself to use as a 
lifetime adaptable home as the tenant’s needs change. See Section 
15 Lifetime Adaptable Homes on page 26 of this design statement 
for further information.

The apartments at Block 1 are located at ground and first floor 
with easy access to and from the covered parking area and the 
landscaped podium.

With a total of 118 proposed residential units on site the 15 units 
proposed for social and affordable use will constitute 12.7% of the 
total number of units. Please refere to the Part V Proposal included 
with this application for further details.

Above: Area outlined in blue indicate location of Part V units - Not to Scale 

N
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Houses
The distinctiveness of the house design is its consistent design 
approach and palette of materials. Houses set on the slope are 
mostly split-level to follow the contours, while brick façades with 
discrete render parts make recognisable traditional streetscapes, 
and varying use of elements such as double-height bays, single-
height bays and render/brick ratios allow variety in the street 
composition while retaining its familiarity.

Corners are turned with double fronted houses to avoid blank gables 
to the street, and the split level within houses is limited to 1.35m, 
below adult eye-level, allowing a connection between the kitchen 
and living room otherwise lost with a full storey split.

8. DWELLING DESIGN

Above: Elevation of typical corner turning houseAbove: Typical split level section to accommodate slope

Above: Typical street elevation with brick and render finish Above: Bay windows and double height bays add variety to the streetscape
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Apartments
The apartment design has been informed by the nature of the 
immediate neighbours and the topography of the site.

The exposed rear garden boundaries of the existing adjacent 
Stepaside Park houses are closed off by the building to form a 
perimeter block, giving a clear distinction between public façades 
and private amenity space. 

The nature of the site being a hill bottoming out to the Loop Road 
allows the building to step with the contours and present its full 
height to the Loop Road and the zoned development lands beyond. 
The slope also allows the apartment car parking to be securely 
provided at grade under a podium. This podium provides a large 
communal amenity space at around the same level as the existing 
rear gardens of the nearby houses.

The building is sub-divided into three separate circulation cores. 
At ground floor the wings recede into the hill to form the parking, 
bicycle, and bin stores which are accessed directly from the street. 
At first floor level, the podium over the parking provides a large 
communal amenity space with direct access from all three cores. 
This podium level lies at about the same level as the adjacent rear 
gardens.

The massing is such that the full floor plate extends to only 3 floors, 
with the ground floor accommodation only at the bottom of the hill, 
and the fourth and fifth floors becoming progressively Loop Road-
weighted so that adjacent to the houses, the building is about the 
same height as their ridges.

The composition of the elevations on the hill follows this progression, 
with the roof steps and material change lending it to be read in parts, 
up to the vertical punctuation of the corner to the Loop Road, where 
the building presents a 6-storey edge, with changes in materials, 
façade plane, window placement and balcony position lending 
variety to the composition set on a strong brick base with full brick 
corners.

Above: East facing elevation of  apartment block with existing houses- Not to Scale 

Above: West facing elevation of  apartment block with existing houses- Not to Scale 

Above: Section through apartment block 1 indicating  typical junction with existing houses - Not to Scale 
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Above: Apartment Block 1 as viewed from across the proposed green space Above: Apartment Block 1 as viewed from the proposed loop road

Above: Typical floor plan for apartment block 1.
Not to scale

 1 bed apartment

 2 bed apartment

N
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9. CHILDCARE

Crèche
The crèche is located centrally within the site and close to the 
entrance from Clay Farm Way. There are 2 dedicated crèche 
drop off spaces as well as adjacent visitor car spaces. The crèche 
location overlooks the main  central public open space on the site. 

The crèche is designed to accommodate 27 children over 2 storeys. 
The form and materials are similar to that of the adjacent houses 
overlooking the open space.

The crèche has a secure dedicated amenity space of 106 sq.m for 
children’s play and activity.

Above: Crèche ground floor plan- Not to Scale Above: Crèche first floor plan- Not to Scale 

Above: Section A-A through Crèche - Not to Scale
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Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Development Plan 2022-2028
‘Appendix 5: Building Height Strategy’ sets out the relevant policy in 
relation to height in Policy Objective BHS 2.
Policy Objective BHS 2 promotes heights as set out in any approved 
statutory Local Area Plan or Urban Framework Plan (UFP must 
form part of the County Plan) and provides for the consideration 
of increased height /taller buildings subject to the applicant 
demonstrating compliance with a range of criteria.

Ballyogan and Environs Local Area Plan (BELAP) 2019-2025
As can be seen in the image to the right, the building lies within LAP 
Neighbourhood 11 (Kilgobbin South), with a small part lying on and 
slightly proud of the boundary with Neighbourhood 13 (Stepaside 
East).

For the purposes of identification, we propose to simply state that 
the building lies within LAP Neighbourhood 11 for the following 
reasons:

• LAP Figure 1.5 is a large-scale map which becomes zoomed 
 to pixel level at scheme design stage.
• The boundary on the map is from a former field boundary on 
 old OS maps that has been built on by permitted development 
 since 2016.
• The LAP’s Kilgobbin Site Development Framework (LAP fig. 
 12.8) is based on more recent OS mapping and has no such 
 boundary.

The LAP’s Table 5.5 lists the Key Considerations Regarding Building 
Height for Neighbourhood 11 as: “The distance to established 
character areas and the site’s size and topography gives capacity for 
height”.

While the LAP gives no specific limit on the number of storeys, its 
policy BELAP RES5 lists key issues in the assessment of buildings 
in excess of 4 storeys:

• Impacts on the immediate and surrounding environment – 
 streetscape, historic character.
• Impacts on adjoining structures, with a focus on overlooking 
 and impact on residential amenity.
• Relationship to open spaces and public realm.
• Views and vistas.
• Daylight and sunlight, including shadow analysis where 
 appropriate.
• Wind and microclimate analysis
• Impacts on residential amenity of these buildings from noise 
 sources such as motorway noise.
• Placemaking and the ability of taller buildings to assist with 
 legibility and wayfinding within a Neighbourhood.

With the exception of motorway noise (because the building is 
1.2km from the M50), all of the above issues are addressed in the 
demonstration of compliance with Table 5.1 of the Dun Laoghaire 
Rathdown Development Plan 2022-2028 in the following pages. 
 

10. BUILDING HEIGHTS       

Above: Subject site layout overlaid on LAP figure 1.5  (Figure 1.5 extracted from 
the Ballyogan and Environs Local Area Plan (BELAP) 2019-2025)
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Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Development Plan 2022-2028
Appendix 5 of the Development Plan lists key assessment criteria in its Table 5.1. This table is reproduced below, shaded grey, with the corresponding response to each item in italics.

CRITERIA FOR ALL SUCH PROPOSALS DM REQUIREMENT APPLICANT RESPONSE

AT COUNTY LEVEL

1 Proposal assists in securing objectives of the npf, in terms of focusing 
development in key urban centres, fulfilling targets in relation to brownfield, 
infill development and delivering compact growth. 

- Proposal lies within belap area and the proposed development provides for a medium 
to high density residential scheme on a strategically located site within Dublin City and 
Suburbs accessible to public transport.

2 Site must be well served by public transport – i.e. Within 1000 metre/10 
minute walk band of luas stop, dart stations or core/quality bus corridor, 500 
metre/5 minute walk band of bus priority route - with high capacity, frequent 
service and good links to other modes of public transport.* 

- The distance from the building to the Leopardstown Valley Luas stop is 860m along the 
Clay Farm Loop Road.

3 Proposal must successfully integrate into/enhance the character and public 
realm of the area, having regard to topography, cultural context, setting 
of key landmarks.. In relation to character and public realm the proposal 
may enclose a street or cross roads or public transport interchange to the 
benefit of the legibility, appearance or character of the area. 

Landscape and visual assessment by 
suitably qualified practitioner.

Urban design statement.

 Street design audit (DMURS 2019).

The Landscape Visual Impact assessment (LVIA ) concludes that the proposed 
development represents a relatively modest insertion into the existing residential area and 
that the massing would appear to be successful in appropriately integrating the proposed 
buildings into their local landscape and the emerging context of Clay Farm Loop Road. 

The architect’s Design Statement, architectural drawings, and landscape architectural 
drawings and report show how the context of topography, tree belt, adjacent development 
and the loop road inform the building form and facilitate a quality public realm.

A road safety audit and a quality audit have been undertaken in accordance with dmurs.
4 Protected views and prospects: proposals should not adversely affect the 

skyline, or detract from key elements within the view whether in foreground, 
middle ground or background. A proposal may frame an important view. 

- The landscape visual impact assessment (LVIA) demonstrates that there are no preserved 
views in proximity to the site, however there is an objective to preserve views along 
the Burrow Road looking northwards (not towards the site) and further uphill along 
Ballyedmonduff Road looking north eastwards across the sloping landscape towards 
Dublin Bay. This view looks across the environs of the site which is approx. 1km away.

5 Infrastructural carrying capacity of area as set out in core strategy of cdp, 
relevant urban framework plan or local area plan. 

- The traffic and transport assessment (tta) concludes that the impact on the surrounding 
road network as a result of the proposed development will be negligible. The infrastructure 
design report (idr) includes a confirmation of feasibility from Irish Water in its appendix.

AT DISTRICT/NEIGHBOURHOOD/STREET LEVEL

1 Proposal must respond to its overall natural and built environment and make 
a positive contribution to the urban neighbourhood and streetscape. 

Proposal should demonstrate compli-
ance with the 12 criteria as set out in 
“sustainable residential development 
in urban areas, guidelines for planning 

authorities” 2009.

Street design audit (DMURS 2019).

The architect’s Design Statement, architectural drawings, and landscape architectural 
drawings and report show how the context of topography, tree belt, adjacent development 
and the loop road inform the building form and facilitate a quality public realm.

A road safety audit and a quality audit have been undertaken in accordance with dmurs.
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2 Proposal should not be monolithic and should avoid long, uninterrupted walls 

of building in the form of slab blocks. 
Design Statement. The architect’s Design Statement, and architectural drawings show how the building 

has a range of heights from 3 to 6 storeys, stepping with the hill in deference to the 
contiguous houses. The massing is such that the full floorplate extends to only 3 floors. 
The composition of the elevations on the hill follows the progression down the hill, with the 
roof steps and material change lending it to be read in parts, up to the vertical punctuation 
of the corner to the loop road, where the building presents a 6-storey edge, with changes 
in materials, façade plane, window placement and balcony position lending variety to the 
composition set on a strong brick base with full brick corners.

3 Proposal must show use of high quality, well considered materials. Design Statement.

Building Life Cycle Report

As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, and 
the building life cycle report, low maintenance cladding materials such as brick and self-
finished render are proposed to minimize the impact of façade maintenance.

4 Proposal where relevant must enhance urban design context for public spac-
es and key thoroughfares and marine or river/stream frontage 

Must also meet the requirements of 
“the planning system and flood risk 
management guidelines for planning 

authorities, 2009”.

As shown on the architectural drawings and the landscape architectural drawings and 
report, significant new open spaces are proposed, specifically distinct, well overlooked 
and linking with adjacent open space forming a quality public realm. 

A site specific flood risk assessment (ssfra) has been undertaken.
5 Proposal must make a positive contribution to the improvement of legibility 

through the site or wider urban area. Where the building meets the street, 
public realm should be improved 

- As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, the 
apartment block anticipates the future development of adjoining lands, presenting an edge 
to the loop road as well as a marker at the termination of the linear tree stand, and equally 
marking the significant open space proposed. The apartment will also improve legibility 
of wider lands by responding sensitively to the established residential context, integrating 
with the existing network of open space and creating pedestrian/cycle connections from 
Stepaside Park through the lands to the east (CFLR & beyond to Luas/ballyogan Rd).

6 Proposal must positively contribute to the mix of uses and /or building/
dwelling typologies available in the area. 

Design Statement. As shown on the architectural drawings and in the general data & housing quality 
assessment, the proposal provides 97 apartments, comprising 28 no. 1-Bed, 5 no. 
2-Bed/3-person and 64 no. 2-Bed/4-person apartments. Proposed with this apartment 
building are 21 no. Houses. Creche and generous public open spaces (including gathering 
area) are also proposed adding to mix of uses. The existing adjacent stepaside park 
development comprises a mixture of apartments and houses, as does the adjacent 
permitted clay farm development currently under construction. 

7 Proposal should provide an appropriate level of enclosure of streets or 
spaces. 

Design Statement. As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, the 
exposed rear garden boundaries of the existing adjacent stepaside park houses are 
closed off by the building to form a perimeter block, giving clear distinction between 
public facades and private amenity space. The apartment block anticipates the future 
development of adjoining lands, presenting an edge to the loop road as well as a marker 
at the termination of the linear tree stand, and equally marking the significant open space 
proposed.

8 Proposal should be of an urban grain that allows meaningful human contact 
between all levels of buildings and the street or spaces. 

- As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, private 
balconies overlook the external open spaces and the internal communal courtyard. All 
three cores have direct access to the communal courtyard and bin and bicycle stores are 
accessed directly from the street.
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9 Proposal must make a positive contribution to the character and identity of 
the neighbourhood. 

- As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, the 
building responds to its setting, flowing down the hill like the houses uphill do and rising to 
book-end the perimeter block at the loop road. The building gives a distinctive progression 
of movement in its façade articulation to culminate in a vertical punctuation at the loop 
road, marking the edge of stepaside park and presenting a formal front to the future 
development lands beyond.

10 Proposal must respect the form of buildings and landscape around the site’s 
edges and the amenity enjoyed by neighbouring properties. 

- As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, the 
apartment building design has been informed by the nature of the immediate neighbours 
and the topography. The exposed rear garden boundaries of the existing adjacent 
stepaside park houses are closed off by the building to form a perimeter block, giving clear 
distinction between public facades and private amenity space. The massing is such that 
the full floorplate extends to only 3 floors, with the ground floor accommodation only at the 
bottom of the hill, and the fourth and fifth floors becoming progressively loop 
road-weighted so that adjacent to the houses, the building is about the same height as 
their ridges. The courtyard facades are some 50m from existing houses and the building 
is situated to the northeast, with the overshadowing analysis concluding that there is no 
significant overshadowing.

AT SITE/BUILDING SCALE

1 Proposed design should maximise access to natural daylight, ventilation and 
views and minimise overshadowing. 

Must address impact on adjoining 
properties/spaces/

The external facades of the building have larger windows to the open space and linear 
tree stand and the building is set-back from the loop road some 15-25m.

The daylight/sunlight assessment shows that >95% of the amenity spaces within the 
proposed development receive at least 2 hours of sunlight on the 21st of March in line with 
BRE recommendations.

2 Proposal should demonstrate how it complies with quantitative performance 
standards on daylight and sunlight as set out in BRE guidance “site layout 
planning for daylight and sunlight” (2nd edition). Where a proposal does not 
meet all the requirements, this must be clearly identified and the rationale 
for any alternative, compensatory design solutions must be set out. On rela-
tively unconstrained sites requirements should be met. 

- The daylight/sunlight assessment shows that for all the rooms assessed for daylight, every 
space assessed meets the requirements of both BR209 (BRE Guide), EN17037 and BS 
EN17037 with the exception of Bedroom 2 of Apartment 6. This space meets the threshold 
of two of the three methodologies employed, but not the third, most onerous assessment: 
EN17037.

The report identifies a number of compensatory measures for Apartment 6.
3 Proposal should ensure no significant adverse impact on adjoining properties 

by way of overlooking overbearing and/or overshadowing. 
- A daylight/sunlight assessment has been undertaken and shows no significant additional 

overshadowing of neighbouring properties resulting from the proposed development 
with each of the assessed bedroom, kitchen and living space windows in Stepaside Park 
achieving their recommended VSC value according to the BRE Guide.

The courtyard facades are some 50m from existing houses and the building is situated 
to the northeast, with the overshadowing analysis concluding that there is no significant 
overshadowing. The courtyard windows opposite existing houses are more than 50m 
away and by virtue of the topography, the building is 2-3 storeys higher than these houses’ 
upper floors and only 1 storey higher than their roof ridges, while also presenting a 
6-storey edge to the loop road.

4 Proposal should not negatively impact on an architectural conservation area 
(aca) or the setting of a protected structure. 

- Not applicable
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5 Proposals must demonstrate regard to the relative energy cost of and 
expected embodied and operational carbon emissions over the lifetime of 
the development. Proposals must demonstrate maximum energy efficiency 
to align with climate policy. Building height must have regard to the relative 
energy cost of and expected embodied carbon emissions over the lifetime of 
the development 

- The proposed residential development will comply with residential Part L 2021 (Dwellings), 
as well as targeting an A2/A3 BER, while the proposed non-residential development will 
comply with non-residential Part L 2021 (Buildings other Than Dwellings), as well as 
targeting an A3 BER. The optimised approach is based on the Energy Hierarchy Plan - 
Be Mean, Be Lean, Be Green. Renewable energy technologies such as Exhaust Air Heat 
Pumps (EAHP), Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP), Solar PV and VRF Heat Pumps will be 
considered for implementation.
As shown in the Architect’s Design Statement, the design process took into account the 
embodied energy cost of alternative construction methodologies using  the ‘One Click Life 
Cycle Life cycle assessment tool’ as developed by the Irish Green Building Council.  

COUNTY SPECIFIC CRITERIA

1 Having regard to the county’s outstanding architectural heritage which is 
located along the coast , where increased height and/or taller buildings are 
proposed within the coastal area from booterstown to dalkey the proposal 
should protect the particular character of the coastline. Any such proposals 
should relate to the existing coastal towns and villages as opposed to the 
coastal corridor. 

An urban design study and visual 
impact assessment study should be 

submitted and should address where 
appropriate views from the sea and/

or piers.

Not applicable

2 Having regard to the high quality mountain foothill landscape that charac-
terises parts of the county any proposals for increased heights and/or taller 
building in this area should ensure appropriate scale, height and massing so as 
to avoid being obtrusive. 

An urban design study and visual 
impact assessment study should be 

submitted.

As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, the 
apartment building design has been informed by, inter alia, the local topography. The 
building has a range of height from 3 to 6 storeys, stepping with the hill and presenting a 
higher edge to the loop road at the bottom of the hill.

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS (APPLICATIONS ARE ADVISED THAT REQUIREMENT FOR SAME SHOULD BE TEASED OUT AT PRE PLANNING’S STAGE).

1 Specific assessments such as assessment of microclimatic impacts such as 
down draft. 

- A microclimatic assessment has been undertaken and concludes that the development 
does not introduce any critical impact on the surrounding buildings, or nearby adjacent 
roads.

2 Potential interaction of building, materials and lighting on flight lines in loca-
tions in proximity to sensitive bird/bat areas. 

- Relevant ecological assessments have been undertaken

3 Assessment that the proposals allows for the retention of telecommunica-
tions channels, such as microwave links. 

- A telecommunications channels assessment has been undertaken and did not identify 
any Microwave Transmission links that will be impacted by the height and scale of the 
Development.

4 An assessment that the proposal maintains safe air navigation. - Not applicable

5 Relevant environmental assessment requirements, including sea, eia (schedule 
7 information if required), aa and ecological impact assessment, as appropri-
ate. 

- The relevant environmental assessments have been undertaken including EIA screening, 
AA screening, Ecological Impact Assessment.
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ADDITIONAL CRITERIA FOR LARGER REDEVELOPMENT SITES WITH TALLER BUILDINGS

1 Proposal should make a positive contribution to place making, incorporating 
new streets where appropriate, using massing and height to achieve densities 
but with variety and scale and form to respond to scale of adjoining develop-
ment. 

- As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, the 
apartment building design has been informed by the nature of the immediate neighbours 
and the topography. The topography has been utilised to integrate the building to form an 
appropriately formed perimeter block arriving at the bottom of the hill, with variety in scale 
to present a formal edge to the loop road and provide punctuated markers to the open 
space and linear trees stand, becoming a marker as the edge of stepaside park.

The location of the apartment block makes full use of the slope of the site to concentrate 
its massing on the Loop Road and reduce its height in response to the existing houses 
visible up the hill. The massing is such that the full floor plate extends to only 3 floors, 
with the ground floor accommodation only at the bottom of the hill, and the fourth and 
fifth floors becoming progressively Loop Road-weighted so that adjacent to the houses, 
the building is about the same height as their ridges. Higher residential densities are 
achieved in a manner that responds to its context and the prevailing residential character 
of Stepaside Park

2 For larger unconstrained redevelopment sties BRE standard for daylight and 
sunlight/any forthcoming EU standards on daylight sunlight should be met. 

- The daylight/sunlight assessment shows that for all the rooms assessed for daylight, every 
space assessed meets the requirements of both BR209 (BRE Guide), EN17037 and BS 
EN17037 with the exception of Bedroom 2 of Apartment 6. This space meets the threshold 
of two of the three methodologies employed, but not the third, most onerous assessment: 
EN17037.

The report identifies a number of compensatory measures for Apartment 6.

       

Above: West facing elevation of  apartment block with existing houses- Not to Scale 
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ADDITIONAL CRITERIA FOR LARGER REDEVELOPMENT SITES WITH TALLER BUILDINGS

1 Proposal should make a positive contribution to place making, incorporating 
new streets where appropriate, using massing and height to achieve densities 
but with variety and scale and form to respond to scale of adjoining develop-
ment. 

- As shown on the architectural drawings and in the Architect’s Design Statement, the 
apartment building design has been informed by the nature of the immediate neighbours 
and the topography. The topography has been utilised to integrate the building to form an 
appropriately formed perimeter block arriving at the bottom of the hill, with variety in scale 
to present a formal edge to the loop road and provide punctuated markers to the open 
space and linear trees stand, becoming a marker as the edge of stepaside park.

The location of the apartment block makes full use of the slope of the site to concentrate 
its massing on the Loop Road and reduce its height in response to the existing houses 
visible up the hill. The massing is such that the full floor plate extends to only 3 floors, 
with the ground floor accommodation only at the bottom of the hill, and the fourth and 
fifth floors becoming progressively Loop Road-weighted so that adjacent to the houses, 
the building is about the same height as their ridges. Higher residential densities are 
achieved in a manner that responds to its context and the prevailing residential character 
of Stepaside Park

2 For larger unconstrained redevelopment sties BRE standard for daylight and 
sunlight/any forthcoming EU standards on daylight sunlight should be met. 

- The daylight/sunlight assessment shows that for all the rooms assessed for daylight, every 
space assessed meets the requirements of both BR209 (BRE Guide), EN17037 and BS 
EN17037 with the exception of Bedroom 2 of Apartment 6. This space meets the threshold 
of two of the three methodologies employed, but not the third, most onerous assessment: 
EN17037.

The report identifies a number of compensatory measures for Apartment 6.

       

Above: Proposed Height Strategy

1 STOREY

2 STOREY

3 STOREY

4 STOREY

5 STOREY

6 STOREY

N
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PLACE	MAKING	AND	WAYFINDING

Place Making - Creating a sense of place
Four characteristics represent the basic measures to create people 
friendly places that facilitate more sustainable neighbourhoods:

1. Connectivity - The Loop Road will be the primary route within the 
site and strong pedestrian and cycle linkages are established here to 
connect back to the Luas line and wider neighbourhood.

2. Enclosure - The buildings form a sense of enclosure around the 
central public open space helping to establish the unique character 
of the new neighbourhood.

3. Active Edge - The apartment block is sited along the primary 
route Loop Road with active frontage at ground floor level. The 
crèche with drop off along with the E6 and E6A housetypes form the 
northern edge to the Loop Road.

4. Pedestrian Activity/Facilities - The playground at Public Open 
Space B is located at the top of the hill at the most central point of 
the scheme. The generous open space will form a focal point for 
new and existing residents locally and add into the existing chain of 
green space in adjacent developments.

Wayfinding
Legibility within the built landscape is key to aid wayfinding in the 
development. Different road widths, on-street parking, tree planting 
and the apartment block with its siting as a landmark building have 
been employed to aid legibility and wayfinding, whilst slowing traffic. 
Emphasis has been made to create a pedestrian and cycle friendly 
neighbourhood, utilising principles from DMURS.

The two large central open spaces are unique within the 
neighbourhood and further serve to aid legibility and wayfinding. 
They offer commanding views over the wider landscape to further 
help residents orientate themselves within a wider context.

11.  PLACE MAKING

Above: CGI looking across proposed park towards apartment block 1
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INTRODUCTION

Embodied Carbon 
Embodied Carbon refers to the carbon emissions from the materials, 
and construction processes used to create, maintain, and ultimately, 
demolish a building. This includes emissions created during the 
extraction and processing of raw materials (turning them into 
construction products) as well as the energy needed to transport 
them to site, fit them, and maintain them throughout the life-cycle of 
the building.
 
This is distinct from operational carbon which is the ongoing energy 
consumption of the building once it is built and occupied.

Impact of Embodied Carbon 
With the introduction of the Nearly Zero Energy standard through 
Part L of the Building regulations the Operational Carbon of new 
buildings has been significantly reduced.

With much more energy efficient buildings, embodied carbon now 
represents a much greater proportion of the carbon emissions 
associated with building. According to the Irish Green Building 
Council, embodied carbon can now count for up to 50% of 
construction emissions.

As the World Green Building Council state, buildings account for 
39% of energy related global CO2 emissions - demonstrating the 
significance of the construction industry in reaching global climate 
change goals and Ireland’s legally binding target of net-zero 
greenhouse gas emissions no later than 2050.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
The Life Cycle Assessment offers designers a tool to with which to 
broadly examine the impact of material choices and construction 
methodologies throughout the life-cycle of the project and compare 
them against other choices.

It thus allows more informed decisions to be taken in terms of 
reducing carbon emissions.

The Green Building council of Ireland suggest that an LCA for 
buildings should be used to:

    Highlight hotspots to focus efforts on,
    Bring focus to the development of a project,
    Compare possible design choices for optimisation.

12.  EMBODIED CARBON

Above: From World Green building council’s publication ‘Bringing embodied Carbon upfront’. 
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ASSESSMENT

“Proposals must demonstrate regard to the relative energy cost of 
and expected embodied and operational carbon emissions over the 
lifetime of the development. Proposals must demonstrate maximum 
energy efficiency to align with climate policy. Building height must 
have regard to the relative energy cost of and expected embodied 
carbon emissions over the lifetime of the development.”
Appendix 5  of the Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Development Plan 
2022-2028

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) Tools
In order to have regard to the above requirement from the 
development plan this report will use a life cycle assessment tool to 
examine the embodied carbon of several building methodologies.

The opportunities for reducing embodied carbon are varied but, as 
the World Green Building Council stress, the greatest savings can 
be realised at the earliest stages of a project. 

As a project progresses, it becomes more challenging and more 
costly to make design changes in order to reduce embodied carbon. 

Thus the aim of the life cycle assessment at this stage will be to 
determine the broad appropriate construction method to be pursued.

The LCA tool used in the design stage to calculate embodied carbon  
was the ‘One Click LCA’ as developed by the Irish Green Building 
Council which has access to global generic data and manufacturer 
specific, third-party verified EPDs.

Early Design Considerations
Given the assumptions of an apartment block needing 3-6 floors  
and an approximate GFA of 9000 sqm a series of options were 
examined using the default LCA parameters and a lifespan of 60 
years - as recommended by the Irish Green Building Council as the 
standard embodied carbon benchmark.

Broadly, 3 main construction methodologies were initially examined:
Steel frame, pre-cast concrete, and in-situ concrete.

3. In-situ Concrete Construction assumptions
Masonry cavity wall assembly, incl. service cavity and insulation and 
brick finishes,
10% Internal Load bearing walls assumed,
No columns or beams,
Timber stud intern al wall assembly,
Mix of 80% plasterboard ceilings and 20% suspended ceiling
Concrete Green roof assembly as required by the development plan.      
The result is shown below:

1. Steel fame construction assumptions:
Steel frame cavity wall assembly, incl. service cavity, insulation, and 
brick finishes,
Steel floor slab assembly, incl. acoustic insulation,
Steel beams, and columns at default values,
Timber internal stud wall partitions,
Mix of 80% plasterboard ceilings and 20% suspended ceiling,
Concrete Green roof assembly as required by the development plan.
The result is shown below:

2. Precast construction assumptions
Concrete sandwich panel wall assembly with render finish,
Precast concrete floor slab assembly, incl. acoustic insulation,
Concrete Columns and beams at default values,
Timber stud internal wall assembly
Mix of 80% plasterboard ceilings and 20% suspended ceiling
Concrete Green roof assembly as required by the development plan.      
The result is shown below:

CONCLUSION

In the broadest of terms, concrete has a smaller embodied carbon 
count than steel and is therefore the preferable building option.

However, both cement and steel require very high temperatures 
during production, making them energy intensive and, in both cases, 
the chemical reactions that take place during manufacture also 
release carbon dioxide directly.

Yet, there is scope within these broad figures and assumptions to 
further lower the embodied carbon emissions. For instance, specific 
rather than generic EPDs can be used once the materials are 
finalized. 

Including steel with recycled content or concrete with a percentage 
of recycled cement will reduce the number of embodied carbon 
further. 

Such optimising of materials will be examined at a detailed design 
stage.       
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1. CONTEXT:
 How does the development respond to its surroundings?
• The form of the apartment block and the houses closes off 

existing rear garden boundaries from view and contains private 
and communal amenity space behind, presenting a front to the 
Loop Road and public open space.

• The apartment block massing is concentrated on the Loop Road 
while its wings step up in response to the slope and their height 
reduces in response to the existing houses. The large open 
space absorbs the step in scale.

2. CONNECTIONS:
 How well connected is the new neighbourhood?
• The scheme continues the Loop Road, allowing access beyond 

to the Ballyogan Road and Luas some 800m away.
• Pedestrian/cycle connections are proposed to the existing 

Stepaside Park to facilitate Luas access for existing residents.
• The proposed connections to the existing Stepaside Park with its 

proximity to Stepaside Village, as well as connections to the Clay 
Farm development with its neighbourhood centre and the Luas 
beyond, provide permeability for new and existing residents.

3. INCLUSIVITY:
 How easily can people use and access the development?
• A variety of new homes are provided: both houses and 

apartments and ranging from 1-bedroom apartments to 
4-bedroom houses. The design permits access for all.

• Various character areas will suit different cohorts: urban 
apartments closer to the Loop Road, family houses close to open 
space. Quiet home zones, houses overlooking green spaces and 
apartments on wide bus routes, are all part of the scheme.

• Open spaces are clearly defined and are designed to inform the 
identity and sense of place within the scheme.

• New buildings present a positive aspect and provide adequate 
overlooking. A strong urban edge to the Loop Road, housing 
overlooking open spaces and individual corner houses look both 
ways to ensure no blind spots at street corners.

4. VARIETY:
 How does the development promote a good mix of activities?
• The proposed connections to the existing Stepaside Park with 

its proximity to Stepaside Village, as well as connections to the 
Clay Farm development with its neighbourhood centre and the 
Luas beyond, provide permeability through the site to shops and 
restaurants.

13.  COMPLIANCE WITH THE 12 URBAN DESIGN CRITERIA

N

Above: Proposed site layout - Not to Scale 
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• The mix of houses and apartments provide a range of 
housing typologies and sizes and will facilitate different tenure 
opportunities.

• Creche and generous public open spaces (including gathering 
area) are also proposed adding to mix of uses.

5. EFFICIENCY:
 How does the development make appropriate use of 
 resources, including land?
• An overall density of 79/Ha is graduated according to context, 

providing an efficient layout generated by the existing 
surrounding environment, without becoming overbearing within 
the site or to surrounding properties.

• The scheme brings a vacant site into sustainable use.

6. DISTINCTIVENESS
 How does the proposal create a sense of place?
• The Site contains the largest open space in the vicinity. On 

approach, vistas that were constrained by buildings close 
together are opened wide. Buildings front this space and those 
that spill down the hill lend the sense of the termination of 
Stepaside Park, the threshold space into Clay Farm. 

• The apartment block anticipates the future development of 
adjoining lands, presenting an edge to the Loop Road as well as 
a marker at the termination of the linear tree stand.

7. LAYOUT:
 How does the proposal create people friendly streets and 
 spaces?
• The layout provides active frontages and passive surveillance 

throughout the site.
• On approach, traffic speeds are controlled by layout and 

horizontal deflection.
• A footpath along the linear tree stand is independent of roads.
• Open spaces are all overlooked to enhance passive security 

and local ‘ownership’, ensuring activity and supervision and thus 
safety for users.

8. PUBLIC REALM:
 How safe, secure and enjoyable are the public areas?
• This proposal extends the amenity of the existing playground 

area with no physical boundary between, allowing it to be 
enjoyed as one large open space on the hill.

• The lower open space at the bottom of the hill is distinctly flat 
and overlooked by dwellings, with a slight depression to facilitate 
drainage and give a sense of one remove from the Loop Road, 
enhancing safety.

9. ADAPTABILITY
 How will the buildings cope with change?
• There are opportunities for houses to extend into the rear 

garden. In addition, space in the roof can be converted into living 
accommodation.

• The neighbourhood provides a variety of typologies suitable 
for all stages of life making it easier to move home within one’s 
community as circumstances change.

10. PRIVACY AND AMENITY:
 How does the scheme provide a decent standard of amenity?
• Each house is served by an area of usable private outdoor space 

that meets development plan standards, most commonly with a 
sunny aspect.

• Apartments have integral balconies, with communal amenity 
space in a secure setting with a sunny aspect and sized more 
than double the guideline sizes.

11. PARKING:
 How will the parking be secure and attractive?
• Car parking is provided generally within the curtilage of the 

house it serves, combined with trees/shrubs to provide an 
attractive streetscape. 

• The use of home zones provide variety in the appearance of 
parking.

• Car parking for houses is clearly overlooked and integrated into 
the landscape.

• Car parking for the apartments is set securely behind the building 
line under the podium.

• Cycle parking for the apartments is set within the building 
accessed directly from the street.

12. DETAILED DESIGN
 How well thought through is the building and landscape 
 design?
• The proposed materials, comprising a mix of brick and painted 

render wall finishes and painted steel balconies, combined with 
the building forms, allow for variety in the scheme, while aiding 
orientation and providing visual interest.

• External wall finishes will combine with landscaping finishes in 
semi-private and public areas to present an integrated scheme 
that will make a positive contribution to the locality.

• Good quality durable materials proposed for the buildings and 
public realm, along with the layout design, will facilitate easy and 
regular maintenance.

• The landscape design is integrated with the use of the public 
spaces and movement through the site.
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14.  LIFETIME ADAPTABLE HOMES

Section 12.3.3 of the Dun Laoghaire Rathdown Development Plan 
2022-2028 states: 

A site and/or floor plans that clearly identify proposed units that: 

• Are designed and located having regard to the needs of older 
people and/or persons with a disability.

• Are designed having regard to the concept of lifetime adaptable 
and/or multi-generational homes. 

A statement outlining how the scheme has been designed for the 
needs of older people and / or persons with a disability and / or 
lifetime homes.

The scheme has been designed with reference to the following
documents:
• Building for Everyone, a Universal Design Approach 

(NationalDisability Authority)
• Universal design Guidelines for Homes in Ireland (National 

Disability Authority)
• Technical Guidance Document Part M 2010 (Department of the 

Environment & Local Government).

The design of the public realm is based on the DMURS standards.
Priority is given to pedestrian use of the space. All surfaces within 
the application boundary will be level (up to 1:50) or gently sloped 
(up to1:20), to ensure the space is usable by those of various 
abilities. 

All access routes will be well lit and surfaced with firm and 
reasonably smooth materials having the appropriate slip resistance. 
Drainage gratings will be flush with the surrounding surface. The 
footpaths will be sufficiently wide to accommodate all users, from 
parents with buggies to the elderly.

Adequate dishing at kerbs and safe pedestrian crossing areas will
be provided at all junctions around the site. Tactile paving surfaces
will be used where necessary to warn of the absence of a kerb. All
guarding and handrails will full comply with Part M requirements.

Accessible parking spaces are provided centrally on the site 
adjacent to the apartment block and E6 housetypes. The design of 
on street parking stalls complies with the guidelines in Building for 
Everyone: A Universal Design Approach, Section 1.

Routes within the apartment block are kept simple and legible 
for patrons of all ages and abilities. Lighting and signage will be 
designed to enhance the environment for all users. Canopies 
provide weather protection at main entrances. All main entrances 
to buildings will be fully accessible including their approach. 
They will be easily identifiable, with level landings of 1800 mm 
x 1800 mm immediately in front. Building entrances will provide 
a minimum clear opening width of 1000 mm as per TGD Part 
M 2010. Door handle positions and glass manifestations will be 
provided. Suitable surface materials will be used so as not to 
impede wheelchair users nor create a tripping hazard. General 
circulation corridors will be 1800m wide.

Passenger lifts are provided to all apartment units located above 
ground floor level. The podium level communal amenity space 
at the apartment block is fully accessible via passenger lifts at 
each circulation core. All exit stairs from upper levels in apartment 
blocks are designed to be accessible for ambulant disabled.

All house types have been designed with an entrance canopy at 
the front door to provide shelter. Front doors are specified to be 
selected coloured composite or painted timber to provide contrast 
with the adjacent wall surface. All front doors have sidelights and 
some have fanlights also  to give daylight to the hallway and views 
in and out.

The E6 and E6A house type as illustrated on the next page have 
been designed in accordance with Universal Design Guidelines 
for Homes in Ireland developed by the Centre For Excellence in 
Universal Design (National Disability Authority).

The B house type adjacent can also be easily adapted over it’s 
lifetime to allow for a multi-generational home. The rear of the 
house could be extended for additional living space and the front 
living room converted to bedroom use. The downstairs WC and 
utility can be reconfigured to be used as a wet room and Part M 
accessible toilet with grab rails.

Above: Ease of Adaptability to extend at House Type B for a 
multi-generational home with living room converted to bedroom
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Features of the Universal Guidelines for Homes in Ireland as 
illustrated at House type E6 include:

• 1800mm turning circle provided in entrance hallway
• Additional storage space for a buggy and outdoor wear 

adjacent to entrance door
• 1500mm turning circle in living space and kitchen space
• Min 900mm route through between doors in kitchen and living
• 750mm clear space adjacent to windows
• Space for temporary bed in living area while still being 

functional
• 300mm leading edge to front door, living room and kitchen/

dining doors
• Cooker/hob and sink in the same run of worktop
• Kitchen space adjacent to dining area
• 1800mm clear between opposing work surfaces in kitchen
• Entry level toilet sized at 1500x1800mm to allow conversion to 

wet room with shower in the future
• Utility space located adjacent to kitchen with outward opening 

door

Above and above right: House Type E6 standard plan

Above and above right: House Type E6 showing UD Home Principles
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Samples of proposed contrasting brick themes

Brick and render are intentionally chosen as the key materials in Stepaside 
for their durability, low maintenance requirements, and long life span. 

Brick will be paired with render to give contrast, visual interest, and in the 
case of the larger apartment block, break down the massing by alternating 
between brick and render. 

The use of such materials is prevalent in the surrounding developments of 
Stepaside.

A shared palette of brick tones will be carefully selected to create a unique 
and cohesive character area with the development itself as well as echoing 
its use within the greater Stepaside area.

Precast capping or metal flashing details will be used at parapets to 
minimize staining and protect the brick and render from weathering. 

To the large apartment blocks located along the primary route the facade 
materials will consist of brick, render, powder coated double/triple glazed 
windows and doors and powder coated metal balcony railings / glass 
guarding. 

The 2 storey terrace houses are similarly designed with a simple robust 
detailing and a limited material palette. This comprises of brick with simple 
rendered portions, these have pitched roofs with dark clay roof tiles and 
are arranged in a consistent composition and rhythm throughout, resulting 
in a series of well-considered well-mannered elevations across the 
character area.

A comprehensive landscaping scheme has been prepared for the 
development by BRR Landscape Architects, please refer to the individual 
landscape architects report and drawings for further details. 

Examples of brick articulation with recessed pier at window Render finish

15.  HIGH QUALITY SUSTAINABLE FINISHES
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Houses types

Housetype H1 elevations

Painted timber entrance door

concrete tile to roofs

Clay or concrete tiles 

Brick finish

Render finish

All units double glazed 
with thermally bro-

ken frames in uPVC 
or timber. Double or 

triple glazed

Selected coloured com-
posite or painted timber 

door with fanlight and/
or sidelight and/or glazed 

light in leaf 

Grey bricks with white or grey mortar

White rendered finish 
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White rendered finish 

Grey bricks grey mortar

Red bricks grey mortar

Metal railing to balconies

Apartments

Above CGI view of Apartment Block 1

Recessed Brick at ope

Brick finish

Render finish

All units double glazed 
with thermally broken 
frames in uPVC or Alu-
minum. Double or triple 
glazed


